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A fast reactor may be defined as a reactor
in which the neutron energy distribution
differs as little as possible from the energy
distribution of the neutrons emitted in fis
sion. loe system contains no moderators,
or, in some special eases, a minimum amount
of moderators; the fast neutrons are thus
being slowed down much less than they arc
in other reactors. The bulk of fissions occurs
at an energy region high enough where 11 ,
or the average number of neutrons pro
duced per neutron absorbed in the fuel, is
relatively large. For this reason, a fast re
actor is eapable of producing more neutrons
than it actually consumes, thus, providing
economic advantages. It should not be sur
prising that, in the near future. fast reactors
would become a major source of nuclear
power.

One major factor in the stability of a fast
reactor is the reactivitv, k, and the manner
in which it varies as ~ result of changes in
reactor operating conditions, such as the
temperature of reactor core materials or
the insertion of a control rod. Reactivitv
determines whether the neutron popula
tion within the svstem increases, decreases,
or remains at a constant level. It is a func
tion of the amount and type of materials
that arc present in the various regions of
the reactor and the dimensions of these re
gions.

In a fast reactor, the temperature of the
reactor core materials plays a decisive role
in the variation of reactivitv, more so than
in a thermal reactor. Materials expand as
they are being heated, and there arc then
fewer atoms per unit volume present. Neu
trons then travel a longer distance between
coHisions and have a greater chance of es
caping without causing fission. In a thermal
reactor where neutrons travel slower, ther
mal expansion of core materials is responsi
ble for the negative temperature feedback
which, in tum, provides an inherent criter-
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ion of stability for the thermal reactor. In
a fast reactor: however, there are other ef
fects resulting from the change of tempera
ture even in the absence of thermal expan
sion; one such major effect which gives rise
to an undesirable positive feedback i'i the
so-called "Doppler effect."

The probability of a neutron causing fis·
sion or being captured by a nudeus is de
pendent on relative velocity. At certain "e
locities interaction probabilities are much
higher than on the average. These maxima in
probabilities are called resonances. If the fuel
nuclei werc at rest, then upon plotting cap
ture or fission interaction probability versus
neutron speed, resonances would show up
as ta)) but narrow peaks. Howcver, nuclei
arC not at rest, but vibrate due to themlal
agitation. Themlal agitation dccreases the
height and incrcases the width of resonance
peaks. This is the so-callcd Doppler effect
of broadening of resonances. In a thennal
reactor where ncutrons travel at thennal
speed, such Doppler effect is not obsen·ed.
In a fast reactor which is highly enriched in
u-ns, there is vcry likely positive Doppler
coefficient of reaeti,·ity. The basic problem
in the stabilitv of a fast reactor is to de
tcnnine whether the negative temperature
feedback due to fuel expansion responds fast
enough to dominate over the positi"e Dop
pler effect and maintain an inherent eri
tcrion of stability in the cvent of a large
perturbation of neutron flux.

Several recent ~pers (1-3) have dealt
with stabilitv of a' fast reactor. However.
the model chosen for the analvtic studie'
has been based on a one energy' group, onl
point neutron kinetics model. That 001

cnergy group representation is not valid il
fast reactor kinetics studies is obvious fron
the above discussions, especially when thl
Doppler broadening effect is being con
sidered. That the one-point kinetics mode
is inadequate if the reactor has a spatial di
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Eq.3

The input function '; 0 (t) is approximated
by a rectangular function!:" {-II if 1:,0 or I:.to

<ott) • Eq.4
~ it octcto

By modifying Randles' expression for the
thermoelastic feedback reactively to the mul
ti-group case:
~J:l (t)· bc" ..x II: J (!!f.)Z(t-t·)cSl:·

•• z<G 0 Eq.5
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MCr is mass multiplied by the specific heat
of the core, H is the effcetive heat transfer
coefficient between core and coolant, w is
the mass flow rate, C~ is the specific heat
of coolant, Col is ca]]ed the inverse of the
characteristic heat exchanger time constant;
b is a constant denoting the inverse of MC r ;

P(t) is a G-element column matrix of the
power, which is proportional to neutron den
sities, G being the number of energy groups
used to replace the continuous energy di
mension, the subscripts I and 2 refer to the
first and second reactor regions, respectively;
1'(t) is a G-elemcnt column matrix of the
temperature; t is the effective reactivity for
the respective regions; R. is the over-all
prompt-neutron lifetime ill the system; 8
is the transit time of neutrons between re
gions; ( is the coupling coefficient. The tran·
sit time of neutrons between regions is us
uallv a verv small number in a fast reactor
where neutrons travel relativelv fast; for this
reason the time-delav effect win not be con
sidered in this paper. TIle total reactivity
referred to prompt critical, ,( t), is a super
position of the ingoing pulse-generating re
activity, i 0 (t ), and the feedback terms,
f Elas and t Dopp:

cIt) • io(tl + iE1as(tl + iDoPP(tl

where x(t)
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P(t)-P____0
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mension several times the migration length
of the neutron has amply been demonstrated
(4). With the trend of building larger power
reactors due to economic considerations,
spatial effects in the temporal behavior of
neutron kinetics become increasingly im
portant. It is the purpose of this paper to
study space-dependent stability of a fast
reactor with the Doppler coefficient depend
ent on the energy groups.

A standard notion which has been in
creasingly adopted in automatic control sys
tems is to define stabilitv in the sense of
Liapunov, i.e., a system is said to be stable
if for any disturbances the solutions will re
main close to the original solution for all
future time. Liapunov's definition of sta
bility has adequately been covered elsewhere
(5), and will not be reproduced here; how
ever, it has several distinct advantages. It
is a general definition and does not depend
on the linearity or nonlinearity of the sys
tem. Moreover, it takes into account the
actual operating conditions of dynamic sys
tems by studying the stability in reference
to the neighborhood of the given initial
conditions.

The reactor model considered here con
sists of a two-region reactor with coupling
betwcen the two regions. Each fuel region
is suberitical when considered separately, but
coupling between the two regions a]]ows the
system to become critical. If the reactivity
of one region is disturbed, the neutron den
sity of the other will be disturbed only
through its coupling to the first. Such a
coupled-eore reactor model will provide an
additional safety measure in a fast reactor
where controls by means of conventional
control rods are not sufficient since the ab
sorption cross sections become much small
er at high energies.

Consider the multi-group, two-point
coupled neutron kinetics equations neglect
Ing delayed neutrons:

<1 ~2
Xl - l Xl + l x 2 (t-e)

<2 ~l
x 2 .. l x 2 + l Xl (t-e)

Eq. 1
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Eq. II
For the system described in equation 9, a
suitable Liapunov function' is:

V (X) = xTpX Eq. 12

The matrix P is a symmetric positive de
finite matrix satisfying the equation:

ATp + PA = -1 Eq.13
T

where A is the transpose of A, and I is the
unit matrix. If a matrix P that will satisn'
this condition can be found, then the syS
tem described by equation 9 is asympto
tically stable. This requirement is both ne
cessary and sufficient. This matrix equation
leads to the ten simultaneous equations with
ten unknowns. The positive definiteness of
the matrix P = (Pi j) requires that the de
terminant of PH must be greater than zero.
A careful calculation yields the following
three interesting criteria of stability for the
fast reactor:

2 2 (10
+ '10(20 + ... t (1+<;;)])

where Eo is given by equations 10 and
11. The last of the three criteria of sta
bility is probably the most interesting one:
it gives an upper limit of the coupling co
efficient between the two coupled cores in
terms of the input reactivity, thermoelastic
and Doppler feedback reactivities and the
constants tit and average neutron lifetime

where the kernel J(,) is a periodic triangular
function:

j
I for 0<1<1

2 - I for 1<1<3

JIll • I -. for 3<1<5 Eq.6
6 - I for 5<1<7

I - 8 for 7<1<9 ••• etc.

" ...
~o • '0 • Il~l" + l~

• is the coefficient of linear thermal expan
sion of the fuel; e is the speed of axial com
pression waves in fuel slugs; L is the half
length of fuel slugs; ,. is the axial fuel ex
pansion coefficient of reactivity.

In order to describe the Doppler effect,
a function D j (x) is defined such that if a
segment of thickness dx at position x on the
i·th fuel pellet is raised in temperature by
a unit amount then the reactivity of the
whole system changes by an amount
Dj (x)dx. From this definition, it follows
that the Doppler feedback reactivity is given
by:

~D (t) = max {y z (t) }Eq 7opp z£G J •

where >t is the Doppler coefficient of re
activity for the individual reactor region and
is defined as foUows: L

Y .. 21 bDi (x) dx Eq.8

It is then readily seen that equations I are
nonlinear became the themlOelastic and
Doppler feedback reactivity terms as de
fined in equations 5 and 7 an depend
on temperatures. Randles obtains the sta
bility criteria by simply assuming both the
thermoelastic and Doppler feedback reac
tivity terms go to zero. A different approach
will be used in this paper. It is believed that
the thermoelastic and Doppler feedback reo
activity terms, after being linearized, will
affect the stability of the fast reactor to
gether with the ingoing pulse-generating
reactivity and the coupling coefficients be
tween the two reactor regions.

Rewriting equations I in the matrix
form: .

....&". X(t) • A lOt) Eq. 9
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